Sentinel lymph nodes in gynaecological malignancies: frontline between TNM and clinical staging systems?
Numerous investigations have recently proved the importance of sentinel lymph node detection in various malignant tumours. It is widely accepted that this procedure is to be recommended only in patients with early stage tumours. The lymph node status and prognosis are closely related. Appropriate staging is essential in the management of malignant tumours and should be individualised. In many cases, the nodal status does not correlate with the clinical stage of the disease. In this survey, we consider some of the most common gynaecological malignancies and the type of staging most appropriate to them. Differences between these staging systems, and controversies concerning them, are related to the concept of sentinel lymph node investigation. The authors believe that sentinel node sampling is in fact a beneficial method in both early and advanced stage disease for determination of the tumour status and individualisation of surgical interventions.